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Image 1: Earth in a Full Life Shift 

Horizontal flip of image in order to be read. 

Image Source: http://www.lucypringle.co.uk/photos/2009/uk2009bf.shtml#pic2 

"Over slightly more than a week in June of 2009, a large new crop picture appeared at Milk Hill in southern England in 

three separate phases (see milkhill2009c or lucypringle.co.uk or lucypringle). Almost two years later now in April of 

2011, still no one seems to understand what they were trying to tell us there!"  Quote from: 

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2011b.html.   

Seeing this image, I sensed the urgency to step forward as an instrument for the message of this crop circle to come 

through.    I was gifted with an inter-dimensional sign language twenty years ago and have been communicating with the 

many realms for years.  The information from this crop circle is about moving into the new frequency that is emerging 

now.  The new frequencies will be the basis for moving forward after the shift.   

Note that the image has been horizontally flipped in order to be read.   Following is the message of the Milk Hill, England 

Crop Circle of 2009:   

Image 1:  This crop circle is a Cry for us to listen!  The astronomical hieroglyphics at the top include life knowledge.  It is 

for all of the communication to become clear.  Now is the time for humanity to be living with life knowledge that is not 



yet known.  It is a call for everyone to grow into the Frequency  75x2 for life beyond the shift.  Note:  The numbers 

given to the frequencies do not relate to frequency numbers now familiar.  A way to grow into these frequencies is given 

in the crop circle message.  By exercising choice with a 'Yes' to the universe, your own unique path will be given.  

This section is speaking directly to my partner, Fred Boshardt and , I since some of the information has already been 

received and put into practice& taught by us:  Begin with knowledge that you now know = Frequency 45 knowledge.  

Both of you know that life is Frequency 45 when each person honors all.  See it now as real balance of the feminine and 

masculine for many do not know the life knowledge that two are to come as one, inside each individual and with each 

other.  The sign of love now known in your society is, "I see that you communicate that love is now".  This is not full 

spectrum love.  Frequency 45 is communicating full spectrum love that is so clear.  Babies come into this life open to 

inside love (OIL).  Love in Frequency 45 is so clear as all the colors of the rainbow.   See that each day people live not 

knowing what is impacting them , they live based simply on what they currently know.  You are to communicate the new 

pattern of spiritual growth now is for new knowledge to be real for everyone.  The crop circle hieroglyphics now say: 

Become clear so the knowledge is available to everyone. 

The left hand loops are the complete knowledge showing us to live for seeing planet's secret = The lineup is for the 

Frequency 75x2.  The free floating small one (3rd down) has Sirius knowledge = It is a sign for all to risk the life they 

now know.   

Big circle lower center (referred to on the referenced website as the earth in this formation):  Gives complete 

information (through the formation below it) about living on earth with the consciousness that "I am OK now, just as I 

am".  You are all to live clear now by living in your full life plan.   

The cross of 4 circles below says live on earth connected to Spirit so masculine and feminine aspects within  can go 

forward in balance as full expression.  Clear knowledge = the horizontal flow of the masculine and feminine brings 

balance within, so each will know they are real; then the big circle (earth) becomes a clear light for all.  The cross also 

signifies completion:  the presence of Spirit is known. The cross is a way of communicating that now is real complete.   

6  boxes in the middle:  Symbolize living in the full life flow. 

Outer loop leading to the first left hand hieroglyphics:  This planetary alignment is the cause for this knowledge to be 

communicated.  Each line going up has full knowledge.  The planets are for life knowledge so all are living with complete 

flow.  Each communication is given in honor of the earth. The first row from the left is honor for love known now.   

Second loop: Is connecting to knowledge that "I can be blessed now". 

Small independent circle (planet/comet?):  (I feel sick in stomach connecting to it) Is full life in a narrow place.  It 

resonates with the big limitations about living with judgment now.  Put into words the energy is saying, "judgment is so 

real, I will die".  Underneath the energy is a sense of loss of self.  The spiritual connection is not known.  The feminine 

aspect of this celestial body does not see itself as real and has little life force.  The masculine resonates with "NO".  The 

real knowledge now, for each now:  is that this object emanates a the energy of a loss of self (similar to the other-

dimensional energies that do not feel and have been coming into our dimension impacting individuals on earth).  This 

energy creates the consciousness,  "I will live in a narrow place, for to live now means a loss of self".  With this frequency 

now impacting many on earth, this is a call to consciously move out of judgment, opening to expand our capacity to 

love ourselves and all life.  When the diamond love is so clear within, there is the realization that  "I am OK".  You are to 

create the internal shift from judgment to living judgment free as shown in the hieroglyphics.    



 

Image 2: Astronomical Hieroglyphics  

Horizontal flip of image in order to be read. 

Image Source (cropped): http://www.lucypringle.co.uk/photos/2009/uk2009bf.shtml#pic2 

Image 2:  The 5 rows of astronomical hieroglyphics (left to right):  

The first hieroglyphic on the left is asking everyone to honor your life now with the love you now know.  The three 

boxes in the middle of the first row of hieroglyphics indicate the limitations that narrow the flow known as love.  Under 

all the human limitations is the block known as judgment.  

� There are four ways to practice honors: 

• Honor yourself and others for living just as you are.  Many people living in the world are not clear, for 

they just don't know what is impacting them.  They love based on what is in their realm of 

understanding.  Honor them.  

• Honor yourself and others for the times you have listened but have not taken action on your guidance.  

• Honor yourself and others for seeing the blessing is connected to living in the past where spiritual 

growth is not clear.  

• Honor yourself and others for seeing your riches as money/possessions,  with the thought,  "I will be OK 

when I no longer live in a sense of lack". 

� 2nd from left: It is about everyone becoming OIL (Open to Inside Love).  Everyone is to choose, "I step forward 

for I know I love myself first ". 

• Live for the 2nd chakra flowing; live for the flow to be blessed. 

• Complete the blocks that keep you from moving forward,  for they all provide living knowledge. 

• "I live in complete honor of myself." 

• Acknowledge: "I'm OK; the real blessing is known." 

� 3rd from left: Love as Frequency 45, for it is to become known. This is about stepping out of living 'as is' (as 

you have known it).  It is when you can honor your life as it is, you can then consciously step into the new 

frequencies.  See that life is so much about becoming One with love, for love beyond what you have 

experienced is to be anchored on earth. 

• See love as a many faceted diamond.  Love is one knowledge = "I am living now as my 1st knowledge of 

love , which is: Now is all time".  The new pattern is to love living in the complete flow realizing that you 



are real as your masculine aspect  & feminine aspect become clear now.  The masculine and feminine 

aspects can live real now.  Rather than  honoring limitations, go forward knowing the blessings now are 

not known.  The new pattern is to live for spiritual growth, for knowledge to be flowing in both the 

masculine & feminine aspects of self. (This feels very heart centered.) 

• (Felt in the solar plexus) Complete the idea that all knowledge is like what I currently know.  Live for new 

knowledge that is not known so that the complete knowledge is in harmony with life beyond your 

current knowledge. 

• Now is the time to step forward vs. letting  go. 

� 4th from the left:  Is for everyone to realize the Presence of Spirit is One with the sense that "I am real".  The 

loss of the sense that "I am real" comes when judgment is internalized.  You have choice to live the way you now 

know, or be in complete surrender, for forgiveness is known.  Live each now (felt in the heart) with love as your 

1st cause.  The blessing is known, so go forward. 

• Your choice is to live for balance you now know or go forward with Masculine & Feminine as One. 

• With the choice to move forward, be blessed. 

� 5th from the left:  So much is clear for love is known.  Be blessed as Frequency 75x2.  (Note: The numbers given 

to the frequencies do not relate to a scale that I know.  The numbers, however give a frame of reference when we 

intend to become the energy the number represents.  Simply ask for the frequency by the number the surrender 

the 'how' to the universe, allowing the energy to show up in your body.  Reaching Frequency will likely require 

practice in 'becoming the diamond love, then after that is embodied, intend Frequency 45 while felling and 

embodying it, then intend Frequency 75x2. )  

• When there is a sense of tension, move into real balance.   

• Life is so rich when you are moving forward.  Now step forward to be blessed. 

• Forgive yourself for not realizing you can live from inside knowledge rather than that which is coming 

from the outside.  The blessing is that you can be in real honor for the new knowledge.  Be the full 

expression of love as complete knowledge flows now.  Live flowing in the heart.  Judgment is no longer 

known.  Make fresh new choices vs. choices based on past knowledge. 

 

Image 3:  Earth in Balance with Love, in Harmony with "I am OK" 

First part of the full formation, which was created in three stages. 

Horizontal flip of image in order to be read. 

Image Source: http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2011b.html 



 

 

Image 4:  Earth in a Full Life Shift 

A cropped section of image 1 to highlight two changes from Image 3. 

Horizontal flip of image in order to be read. 

Image Source (cropped): http://www.lucypringle.co.uk/photos/2009/uk2009bf.shtml#pic2 

Images 3 & 4 are showing the same location on the crop circle, however Image 4 has two distinct changes to Image 3.  

There is an added celestial body (discussed above) in Image 5, and the lower part of the sextant has changed in Image 6.  

When looking at these images, the earth is the larger body above the sextant.  Image 6 depicts a reaction to the new 

celestial body accessing the energy fields on earth.   

The Sextant is indicating that living now in joy will bring balance as the full communication is known as a life shift .   

Image 3 represents the  earth known as real love.  It was the first image presented at Milk Hill, England in June, 2009.  

In the same month the image grew as two more sections were added until it became the crop circle in Image 1.   

See that living with one knowledge, "I am OK" now, each now, is for everyone now.   

You can make choices going forward based on choices you have made in the past or you can be blessed by moving into 

harmony with all the knowledge of the universe to make fresh new choices.   

 Live now in the clear realization that "I am real,  for the slow vibration is not known now.  The full rich love is available 

for everyone open to be blessed."   

Do not live with fear as you know it.  See that the real blessing is to live for the honoring of all life.   

Image 4 is a close up of Image 1 to highlight the changes from the first formation of this crop circle, shown in Image 3.  

The significance of the changes are shown below: 

Image 5: is Image 4 cropped to show a change from Image 3.   

There is an additional celestial body shown in Image 4, highlighted in Image 5. This body contains an 

intelligence where love is not known.   

You all now have a choice to move into fear or to live in full spectrum love, and to live for joy now.  Either way you will 

lose the life you now know.  As the astronomical hieroglyphics of this crop circle say, you can do this by:  



� honoring yourself just as you are & others just as they are,  

� opening to inside love (OIL) flowing within, recognizing you are your first love,  

� becoming One with your true spiritual nature as you balance your masculine and feminine aspects of self, 

� choosing to personally shift into the higher frequencies of love now, integrating your masculine and feminine 

aspects as one unified field.  

The slow vibration now is in a new pattern for the world.  Based on fear and judgment, it has become more determined 

to hold on to life as it is known.  

You can live on earth in the full spectrum love now, in real joy now, for this is the time for your big life to emerge.   

Forgive yourself for not knowing you have choice.  With your personal shift your past can be complete. 

Image 6: Image 1 cropped to show a change from Image 3   

The change is from a clear straight line in Image 3 to the tension shown in the image on the left.  It is the 

reaction to the celestial body shown in Image 5. 

When you  live with the understanding of loss as death now prevalent in the world , judgment is so real.  

The loss called death can come in many forms, as a physical transition from the human body, any loss experienced in 

life, or the sense that you have actually lost 'yourself' or 'aspects of yourself'.   

With this shift there will be a loss of knowledge that you now know.  The new knowledge coming is all Light.  It is in one 

harmony with love that is so clear.  No one knowledge can slow down life when love is so real. 

Everyone is moving into the new knowledge.  You can move into your full life slowly or be blessed by living for the love 

you now know as you choose to grow into the new frequencies of love that may be beyond your current experience.  

You can flow now or die inside by staying as is.  See now that all are to be blessed.   

IN SUMMARY: 

Milk Hill Crop Circle , June, 2009's first message was simply a cry for us to listen.  Created in three phases, this circle is 

speaking of the shift that is under way.  The first section of the circle, Image 3,   represents the world as we know it.  The 

completed crop circle has knowledge we are not to ignore.  The changes from the first circle to the final version confirm 

what many know to be true:  there is an additional celestial body appearing in our solar system.  Also the change in the 

line, Image 6 compared to Image 1, is a reaction, in the energy of tension, to the additional celestial body.   

The energy of the additional celestial body appearing in the crop circle is not of love.  It is the energy of the 

interplanetary beings that do not feel love.  This body, called a comet by the US government, provides a means of 

accessing consciousness on earth.  Although this intelligence may not have the intention to do harm, they impact our 

ability to go forward in the clear frequency of love to the depths it is now seeking to emerge through us.   

Created to give us foresight and to teach us how to move into the frequencies emerging, this crop circle has several clear 

messages: 

• This crop circle is a sign for all to risk the life they now know.   

• You all now have a choice to move into fear or to live in full spectrum love, and to live for joy now.  Either way 

you will lose the life you now know.   

• You are all to live clear now by living in your full life plan.   

• Live on earth connected to Spirit so masculine and feminine aspects within  can go forward in balance as full 

expression.   

• Live in the full life flow. 



• This is a call to consciously move out of judgment. 

• Honor your life now with the love you now know.   

• Become OIL (Open to Inside Love).  Everyone is to choose, "I step forward for I know I love myself first ". 

• Become love as Frequency 45.  See that life is so much about becoming One with love. 

• The new pattern is to live for spiritual growth, for knowledge to be flowing in both the masculine & feminine 

aspects of self. 

• Realize the presence of Spirit is One with the sense that "I am real".   

• Be in complete surrender, for forgiveness is known.   

• Live now in joy to bring balance as the full communication is known as a life shift .   

• Be blessed by moving into harmony with all the knowledge of the universe in order to make fresh new choices.   

Final words of this Crop Circle:  You can live on earth in the full spectrum love now, in real joy now, for this is the time 

for your big life to emerge.   Forgive yourself for not knowing you have choice.  With your personal shift, your past can 

be complete.  With this shift there will be a loss of knowledge that you now know.  The new knowledge coming is all 

Light.  It is in one harmony with love that is so clear.  No one knowledge can slow down life when love is so real. 

Everyone is moving into the new knowledge.  You can move into your full life slowly OR be blessed by living for the love 

you now know, as you choose to grow into the new frequencies of love that may be beyond your current experience.  

You can flow now or die inside by staying as is.  See now that all are to be blessed.   

 

Ready to step forward into the new frequencies? 

Contact us at 970-533-9040 

for an appointment 

clarity, an attunement, energetic practices, coaching 

Karen Lovelien & Fred Boshardt 

Soulular Clarity 

http://www.SoulularClarity.com 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 



 

 


